


Change as Progressive Freedom from Same-Sex Attractions 

by Joseph Nicolosi, Ph.D. 

Ge mystery I've long been pondering is the source of
the hesitation of some ex-gay men to tell their story. 

Repeated assurance of confidentially and guarantee of 
total anonymity-plus their own acknowledgement of the 
importance of documenting success-nontheless is met, in 
many cases, with a deeply entrenched resistance to partic
ipate in studies measuring change. 

This reluctance remains inarticulate, and is evidenced by 
familiar cliches such as, "Let me pray about it," "I'll let you 
know," "I'll have to give it some thought," "Let me see 
how I'll feel." 

Yet it is these same persons who at other times, express 
their outrage that the mental health profession denies their 
ability to change-"How dare the APA's fail to recognize 
our reality-that change has happened!" 

One reason for these persons' hesitation, of course, is dis
trust of authority, including-perhaps especially-psychi
atric investigators. "That would be an 'invasion by survey
ors,"' as one man expressed it. They fear a violation of per
sonal boundaries and intrusion into their private world. 
This continues to be a preoccupation for many people. 

And considering the psychiatric profession's declarations 
against reparative therapy in recent years, no wonder these 
ex-gay men remain susp1c10us. They wonder, "Can I 
expect the 'naysayers' to honestly and objectively evaluate 
my progress?" 

But this "distrust of surveyors" can all too easily be used as 
justification for the ex-gay community to avoid taking 
responsibility for a very serious problem: the fact that they 
remain a hidden population. 

I believe one answer to "Why won't they tell their story?" 
lies in residual feelings of shame (the underside of narcis
sism), unworthiness, and sometimes, difficulty in giving to 
others. 
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As a core issue-deeper than homosexuality itself-we see 
the psychological complex of the "Shamed-Defective Self." 
This "negative parental introject" -that is, the internalized 
voice of a parent-is, for some people, what lies at the core 
of their reluctance to claim the success they have legiti
mately achieved. 

Left unaddressed, this failure to claim one's own success 
(explained by the person himself as "distrust of others") 
hinders full maturation and character development. 
Feelings of intrinsic unworthiness compromise the person's 
ability to acknowledge his hard-earned accomplishment. 

Sadly, some people coming from a homosexual back
ground have spent so many years in self-protection and 
self-absorption that they have difficulty in self-giving. 
This withholding of self can continue long after the per
son's same-sex attractions and behaviors have diminished, 
or even gone. Difficulty in giving is rooted in a residual 
self-preoccupation that traces to the early, traumatic expe
rience of gender wounding. 

Therefore, I think, the real reason for most people's reluc
tance to speak up and tell their story is not so much be 
"distrust of them" as a distrust of themselves. 

What about the problem of having occasional "gay 
thoughts"? This can re-stimulate those old incriminating 
internal messages. "Who am I kidding?" some ex-gay men 
say to themselves. "Maybe what I've accomplished to 
change my life is not good enough. Could what those gay 
activists are always saying be true-no matter how we 
struggle, we're always going to go back to being 'one of 
them'?" 

But should the man who still struggles with some unwant
ed feelings really consider himself unchanged and unwor
thy? In the most recently publicized study on change, 
Robert Spitzer speaks of change as occurring on a continu
um-not "either/ or," "either he did change or he didn't" -
but as a diminishing of homosexual feelings and an 
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Father Hunger, continued 

First, a man must forgive his father for wounding him. 
Often this happens as the man dares to see the awful bro
kenness in his dad which fueled the wounding. A boy 
cries FROM his father 's wound; dad hurts you, and you 
cry. But a real man cries FOR his father's wounds, feeling 
his dad's pain instead of stuffing it and acting out inap
propriately. 

Secondly, we men need to begin fathering ourselves 
through a community of support. The fatherless man 
today can begin to trust himself and reclaim his destiny as 
a man among men by getting together with other men and 
talking honestly about his brokenness and strengths. The 
shame flees when you discover you're not alone, that 

we're all in this together. The wolf loves the lone heep. 

However we choose to face it, we men are literall dying 
today for a father. But the good news is, you don't ha e to 
wait for a program. New life can begin with a irnple 
handshake or phone call to say, "I need you, brother." 
Granted, it takes courage. It takes a real man. 

Gordon Dalbey is the author of Healing the Masculine Soul 
and Sons of the Father: Healing the Father-Wound in Men 
Today. He lives in Santa Barbara, CA, and may be reached 
at www.abbafather.com. 

Can NARTH Be Denied the Right 
to Advertise in APA Publications? 

... APA Says Yes, It Can; 

They Are "Exercising Their First-Amendment Right of Free Association" 

NARTH wrote APA's president, Norine Johnson, to request that 
APA's declared commitment to "scientific openness" be extend
ed to discussion of reorientation therapies. In response, we 
received the following letter from Dr. Clinton Anderson, the 
APA officer to whom matters relating to homosexuality are rou
tinely assigned. Dr. Anderson is an openly gay man who oppos
es reorientation therapy. 

August 22, 2001 

Dear Ors. Nicolosi and Byrd: 

I am responding to your letter of May 30, 2001, on behalf 
of American Psychological Association (APA) President 
Norine G. Johnson, Ph.D. In your letter, you request that 
your rights as members in good standing of the APA be 
restored. After consideration, we have concluded that 
there is no basis for complying with your request, because 
your premise, that your rights as members of APA have 
been denied in the past, is incorrect. 

APA members have a right to submit notices and adver
tisements to APA publications and to propose continuing 
education workshops and programs for the APA 
Convention. There is no right, however, to have those 
submissions and proposals accepted. Proposals for work
shops and programs are accepted or rejected through a 
process of peer-review by the Continuing Professional 
Education Committee and by the APA Divisions' program 
proposal review committees, respectively. Further, APA 
accepts advertising and notices consistently with its poli
cies as published in its rate card. 

In contrast to APA members, the National Association for 
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Research & Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH) does not 
have membership rights, because APA does not have 
organization members. APA has denied requests from 
NARTH in the past. In denying such requests, APA has 
exercised its rights under the First Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution to choose to avoid associating itself with an 
organization with which APA has fundamental differences 
on psychological issues. NARTH has as its founding prem
ise the idea that homosexuality is a developmental disor
der for which treatment is indicated. 

APA chooses not to be associated with NARTH, because 
APA vigorously opposes NARTH's premise. APA opposes 
NARTH's premise because the psychological research does 
not support the premise and because the advocacy of such 
a position by NARTH contributes to the climate of preju
dice and discrimination to which lesbian, gay, and bisexu
al people are subject. 

Any organization may apply for APA approval as a spon
sor of continuing professional education. In considering 
such applications, the Committee on Continuing 
Professional Education may consider such issues as the 
nature of the applicants' positions on psychological issues 
on which APA itself has taken a position. 

Sincerely, 

Clinton W. Anderson 
Officer, 
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Concerns 
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while Dan remained the primary breadwinner. 

Dan said the reason he wanted to be a dad, besides the 
desire to show the straight world that two gay men could 
parent, was so he "could take the kid to ball games and 
McDonald's and on camping trips" (p. 183); in other 
words, do the things he didn't get to do with his dad. One 
can empathize with Dan on this, but to fill 
an emotional void by using a motherless 
child is not the way to go about it. 
Furthermore, to join with a secondary par
ent of the same gender does not fulfill a 
child's normal need for genuine mothering. 

When doing a research project at Maryw 
looked at two groups-one of gay men 
straight men-and compared their recollectfu::c 
fathers. In line with the previous research 
matter, the gay men had poorer recollectio 
fathers compared to the heterosexual men. r _ 
findings supported decades of psychoanalytical 

which has found the same family dynz:;.:::::s. 
But to uppose the poor father-son reI.rac::r
ship i due to the father's rejection of 
son because of his perceived feminine qual
ities and "inborn homosexuality" is an 

unlikely explanation because it relies on the 
discredited "born that way" theory. 

Adopti e Dads "Feel o Jo ' 
When Reali First Hits Th 

After the baby as finally 
"handed off" to the gu , Dan

was a time of very ambival

Guilt about taking elissa' 
panic about their re po 

There are many sacreligious comments 
throughout the book and Dan makes it clear 
that first, he is an atheist and does not want 
any part of religion; second, he does not 
have anything good to say about the so
called "religious right"; and lastly, he does 
not want "the kid" to have a religious faith. 
"We worry about DJ falling in with the 
wrong crowd and becoming a fundamen
talist Christian," he notes ironically. James Phelan, LCSW, Reviewer had evidently overwhelmed 

Still, Dan did have his adopted son baptized, saying this 
was done under pressure from family members. 

"What the religious right fears most about adoption is not 
that we'll be bad parents, or that we'll have sex with our 
kids, or that we'll try to make them gay," he says. "What 
they fear is that we'll be pretty good parents. I've done 
drag. I did Barbie drag, dominatrix drag, nun drug, and 
glamour drag. Now I'm going to do dad drag." 

Dan says that "few gays and lesbians will subject them
selves to 'reparative therapy' quacks, and the vast majori
ty of us have no interest in becoming 'ex-gay."' 
"Homosexual behavior cannot be eliminated," he says, 
"without eliminating homosexual people." 

"Quack therapists who claim they can 'repair' gay men 
believe poor relationships between father and son are the 
root cause of homosexuality. If only I'd bonded properly 
with my father in childhood, they argue, I wouldn't spend 
so much time fantasizing about bondage with Matt 
Damon today ... These quacks fail to take the obvious into 
consideration: gay boys sometimes have strained rela
tionships with their fathers because they're gay. My homo
sexuality damaged my relationship with my father; my 
damaged relationship with my father did not create my 
homosexuality." (He is referring to the theory, popular
ized by psychiatrist Richard Isay, that certain males are 
born gay; as they grow up, their fathers "sense" the son's 
inborn gayness and reject them due to their own dislike 
and fear of homosexuality; this is said to explain the poor 
father-son relationship.) 
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"As soon as the door was hu E5:t.Y 
I locked eyes for an instant then aJ11.1.a.=i... 

away ... we were alone. e loo
other again for a split second. 
so hard-" I said. "Shut up don' 
thing," Terry said. 

" ... Terry opened the van; we I 
car seat in place, shut the

climbed into our seat . Then we 
up, sobbing, hand on hea 

family, we felt no jo at havin° oecc:;;� 
fathers." 

Now, one year after adopting the infan 
they've spent lots of time "lauo- · 0 

laughing," but after reading The I 
wanted to laugh or cry. How funn i 
men adopt a baby? The reader 
concern for the child's fuhue, as , ·ell

adoption agency would approve this co 

Will they "live happy ever after. Dan sums it up this way: 
"My Irish Catholic God .. .is a murderous and psychotic 
God, the 0.J. Simpson of Higher Powers. I don't want o 
tempt Him by predicting that any of us .... .is goino- o live 

happily ever after." ■ 





the nature of their sexual attractions. The therapies men
tioned in the film range from the draconian to the ridiculous 
- electric shock treatments, libido-controlling drugs, snap
ping oneself with a rubber band, and eating figs. Ignored are
all the conventional tools of psychotherapy. 

Many individuals have benefited greatly from such thera
py. In a paper presented at this year's annual convention of 
the American Psychiatric Association (APA), Columbia 
University professor Robert Spitzer presented a study of 
200 men and women who have experienced a significant 
shift from homosexual to heterosexual attraction and have 
sustained that shift for more than five years. At the time of 
the study, three-quarters of the men and half the women 
were married. 

Spitzer's conclusion: "Contrary to conventional wisdom, 
some highly motivated individuals, using a variety of 
change efforts, can make substantial change in multiple 
indicators of sexual orientation." Lest Spitzer be suspected 
of being a homophobe, it was he who spearheaded the 1973 
removal of homosexuality from the APA's list of psychi
atric disorders. 

Spitzer's message, however, was not one DuBowski was 
interested in presenting. Jewish support groups that help 
people deal with and overcome homosexuality, such as 
JONAH (Jews Offering New Alternatives to 
Homosexuality), are not even mentioned in the film, and 
are conspicuously absent from the resources listed in the 
film's credits and at the film's promotional web site. 

"The film was done completely out of a love of Judaism," 
DuBowski told an interviewer. "Let the film open hearts. 
There's no ideology being served that you have to follow." 

But if so, why did he not show us those who seek to over
come their same-sex attractions-those who have grown dis
illusioned with homosexual relationships, those who wish 
to marry and have children, those who are already married 
and wish to eliminate the interference of same-sex attrac
tions? What about those who simply feel that sexual desire 
is not a license to ignore a Divine imperative? The voices of 
these strugglers appear to have been censored out. 

DuBowski claims that he was unable to find any who have 
overcome their same-sex attractions, or who are striving to 
do so, who were willing to be interviewed. Yet I attended 
the movie with one such person, now married. He told me 
that DuBowski interviewed him, but that the interview 
was cut from the final product. 

Another man, Sam, who describes himself as a recovering 
homosexual, explained, "I spoke with DuBowski on the 
phone when he was making the film, and he told me he does
n't believe in change. He didn't seem interested in meeting 
any Jews who were in the process of change, either." 

Where are the stories of all those who don't view acting on 
their homosexual attractions as an option? Are their strug-
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gles not heroic and inspiring? A film includin7 -
should be shown toaether with DuBowski' 
footage may, in fact, have already been sh 
DuBowski's cutting room floor. 

(Source: "THINK AG 
Homosexuality," by Adam J 
September 7, 2001) 
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A.M.A. Policy, continued from page 5

should be directed toward helping him identify and deal 
with the childhood conflicts and traumas. The Boy 
Scouts is not equipped to provide this kind of therapy, 
and unfortunately, therapy of this kind for adolescents 
is not universally available. But if the attractions abate 
and he does not identify himself as gay, he can still be a 
part of the Boy Scouts. 

Blame 

If blame for the problems associated with homosexuality 
among adolescent males is being handed out, the AMA 
deserves a share. 

By failing to encourage aggressive treatment of gender
identity disorder and by failing to alert professionals to 
the link between sexual child abuse, homosexuality, 
and suicide, it is the A.M.A. who puts these children at 
risk. When the AM.A. endorses the unsubstantiated 
claim that discrimination is the sole cause of problems 
associated with homosexuality- and when they shift the 
blame to the Boy Scouts-their culpability is compounded. 

Given that the age at which a male homosexual begins to 
have sex with men directly correlates with his risk for HIV 
infection, physicians should be doing everything possible 
to prevent infection by preventing same-sex behavior 
among adolescents-or at the very least, delaying it as 
long as possible. 

"Give us your children," they say, "and we will make 
their lives safer and happier." The result is predictable: 
education doesn't solve the problem. In fact, the problem 
increases. Activists then call for more money, more power, 
more programs, more education. And the media has utterly 
failed to challenge this misguided strategy, or or to hold 
the AM.A. accountable. ■ 

Sources 

Bradley, S., Zucker, K. ( 1998) "Ors. Bradley and Zucker 
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Robert Bork on Gay Marriage 

Excerpted from "Stop Courts From Imposing Gay Marriage: 
Why We Need a Constitutional Amendment," by Robert Bork at 
www.opinionjournal.com, August 7, 2001. Judge Bork is a for
mer Supreme Court nominee, and is now a fellow at the 
American Enterprise Institute. As he explains: 

Of all the contested terrain in the culture aI, the subject of 
homosexual rights is the most a;, kv ar o •· cus . Alm 
all of us know homosexuals who are decent, in 
compassionate people, and we ha e no in · 
wound them. 

Yet "gay rights" have come to the fore an 
discussion, free of ad hominem accusa ·o 
homosexual acts and relationship are be ��::!.E!C: 
a par with the marital relationshi of a ID2:: �=iru1.. 
The immediate problem is the homosexual 
for same-sex marriage. 

The activists want it as an e>..-pr 
homosexual conduct. Man 
impose criminal sanctions o 
Nevertheless, it is clear that mo: 
create special rights for homo1s. ex1ua.115 
behavior morally neutral. 

For that reason, the activists ha e cnHG:s::::w:::-3'..: 
on courts, knowing that judges ha 
to push, the culture to the left. 
the complete normalization of hom1nc��� 
ty is the understanding that marri 
and a woman. 

Traditional marriage and farnil 
of every healthy society kno in rero:x 
the past few decades of superficial�-----""---"-
marriage come under severe a 
marriage ordered by courts is the 
The Federal Marriage Amendm 
haps the only hope, to prese 
of incalculable value. 

Many court watchers belie e tha 
the U.S. Supreme Court will hol 
tional right to homosexual 
invented a right to abortion. The dlOSEn · 
the Equal Protection Clause o e 1 
all, if state law forbids Fred to IIIBI:f :=-



denied equal protection when the law permits Tom and 
Jane to marry? 

To head off the seemingly inexorable march of the courts 
toward the radical redefinition of marriage, the Alliance for 
Marriage has put forward the proposed Federal Marriage 
Amendment: "Marriage in the United States shall consist 
only of the union of a man and a woman. Neither this 
Constitution or the constitution of any state, nor state or 
federal law, shall be construed to require that marital status 
or the legal incidents thereof be conferred upon unmarried 
couples or groups." 

We would hope that if people understand the principle 
behind the amendment, they would not try to contrive 
counterfeit forms of marriage. If courts are prevented from 
ordering same-sex marriage, or its equivalent, the question 
of arrangements less than marriage is left where it should 
be-to the determination of the people through the demo
cratic process. 

Traditional marriage and family have been the foundations 
of every healthy society known in recorded history. Only in 
the past few decades of superficial liberal rationalism has 
marriage come under severe attack. The drive for same-sex 
marriage ordered by courts is the last stage of the assault. 
The Federal Marriage Amendment is an attempt, and per
haps the only hope, to preserve marriage as an institution 
of incalculable value. 
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Will the APA Applaud the Spitzer Study? 
A Call for Freedom of Scientific Inquiry and Publication 

(Unpublished letter sent by NARTH members to the A.P.A. Monitor.) 

To the Editor of the Monitor: 

A.P.A President Noreen Johnson (President's Column,
July/ August, 2001) makes an ardent defense for freedom
of scientific inquiry. She uses as an example, a study pur
porting to show little or no harm in pedophile relation
ships. Such research recently elicited a firestorm of contro
versy.

Let's truly embrace this freedom that APA's president 
champions. Would APA provide an open letter of support 
to Dr. Robert L. Spitzer-the prominent psychiatrist who 
crafted the 1973 decision to remove homosexuality from 
the DSM? Spitzer's recent research is very controversial 
and concluded that homosexuality is not invariably fixed, 
and some people can and do change. 

If Spitzer's research is not too controversial for the scien
tific community to acknowledge, then let's move yet far
ther forward into a full and open discussion which should 
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include the viewpoint of sexual-reorien o therapists 
before Gender-Identity Disorder is remo ed from the DSM. 
A similar full and open discussion should take lace before 
"Footnote 4"(universities with religious o orships) is 
disallowed for the accreditation of AP -appro ed pro
grams. 

There is a growing body of psychologists ho share our 
view and who want to send a clear message to APA: "Let's 
open an active debate on controversial issues like abortion, 
affirmative action, religious diversity and sexual orienta
tion." We need to be inclusive not only of controversial 
research, but of the broad spectrum of value systems that 
reflects the client populations we serve. 

-A. Dean Byrd, Ph.D.
-Joseph Nicolosi
-Christopher H. Rosik, Ph. D.
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